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Introduction
Our group was tasked to visit Kwan Yam Theng Buddhist Temple (观音亭佛寺) located at 245
Alexandra Road, Singapore 159933, for our temple visit assignment. This report examines the origins of
the building, the features of the temple externally and internally, the traditions and customs practiced by
the devotees, the unique characteristics or practices of the temple and also an introduction of the different
gods that can be found within the temple.
History and Background
The site where Kwan Yam Theng Buddhist Temple currently resides has always been a place for religious
practices. Since the location is a freehold property, there is no time limit to the owner’s period of
ownership. The first religious building at this location in Alexandra Road originates in 1933, in which
religious leaders and followers practiced their faiths in the one-storey temple (name of this temple is
unknown). However, the temple faced many problems due to its architecture. Flooding was not
uncommon when it was raining heavily. The temple was to be home to faithful Buddhists and inquisitive
visitors all the way until 1994, when the religious building was to be rebuilt.
The master is 96 years old and is bedridden (refer to Appendix A). He currently resides in the temple
along with a female monk who is the sole caretaker of the building, carrying out religious ceremonies,
administrative and operational matters of the temple. The previous master of the temple fell ill and made a
decisive choice to nurse himself back to health. The rest of the caretakers chose to relocate to other
temples in other parts of Singapore and even China. Hence, the temple was taken over by a new master
(师傅) and was renamed when it re-established in 1996. The reconstructed building, which is the current
Kwan Yam Theng Buddhist Temple, now stands at four storeys tall to accommodate the increasing
number of devotees in the nineties.
Temple Features
We were greeted by large signboard displaying “观音寺“ in traditional Chinese language, written from
right to left (refer to Appendix B). The signboard is accompanied by a pair of Chinese Couplets and
guarded by a pair of Chinese guardian lions. The lions are popular in Chinese Buddhism and are believed
to provide protective benefits. The male lion, with a ball under his paw, symbolizes supremacy. The
female lion, with a cub under her paws, represents nurture.
As we entered the main gate onto the brick floors of the site, we saw another pair of Chinese guardian
lions in front of the temple. This pair of lions were brought over from China and were made from Copper.
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The pillars were covered with 2 pairs of Chinese couplets, with dragon carvings on the uncovered parts of
the pillar. They were told to be Guanyin couplets. The pair of Chinese couplets in the middle are unique
in the sense that they were written in Seal Characters (篆字) (refer to Appendix C). The content in each
couplets depends on the master and varies in different temples. The carvings on the walls does not have
any significant meaning behind it and are merely designs of the building. Different temples have their
own unique designs (refer to Appendix D).
Temple Customs
Before we entered the temple, shoes must be taken off as a sign of respect and also to keep the temple
clean. Interestingly, the monks we saw in the temple were all female and the caretaker mentioned that
they were visitors from China. Joss sticks of different sizes and shapes are used as offerings to the deities.
The different shapes of the incense, for example a normal straight joss stick and a spiral incense, does not
have any significant difference and they differ merely for the burn duration of the offerings. Devotees
could be seen praying to the gods differently. Some were praying while standing and some prayed
kneeling down on the floor or mats. Some followers worshipped with incense while some just put their
hands together with palms opened.
First Floor
Temple Materials and Events
Shelves and notice boards could be seen right beside the entrance of the temple (refer to Appendix E, F
and G). The wooden shelves are filled with books containing scriptures and CDs with chants and mantras.
These books and CDs were available to all the followers and people who may be interested to learn more
about Buddhism. Next to the shelves was a notice board displaying information and events of the temple.
Names are listed on the notice board as contributors of the temple, and are typically people who donated
generously. The event that they showcased on the noticeboards was their New Year’s event, held on 1
January 2017. Photographs are also displayed on the board, showing events of leaders and followers
going through religious practices and ceremonies and photographs of the participants enjoying lunch at
the event. Aside from New Year’s celebration, they also have various events throughout the year such as
during Chinese New Year, Vesak Day and Mid-Autumn Festival. The events are complimentary and the
temple members and their families are invited to participate in the event if they are interested. The
celebrations differs for each event for instance, they give out mooncakes during the Mid-Autumn festival
but distribute red packets during Chinese New Year. The board also provides information of the
upcoming events, rituals, and ceremonies of the temple. A donation box is also available for anyone who
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wishes to contribute to the temple or to give monetary offerings. The donations are non-obligatory and the
amount to donate are entirely up to the individuals (refer to Appendix H). A wooden table can be seen
next to the notice board. A fire can be seen lit on a candle for devotees to light their incense and flowers
can also be seen on the table as decorations.
Secondary Gods
Many altars can be seen on the first floor of the temple and the gods on the first floor are the secondary
gods. Gautama Buddha (釋迦牟尼佛) (refer to Appendix I) and Dharmapala (護法神) (refer to Appendix
J), are located right behind the donation box and devotees could be seen praying to those two gods while
we were visiting. Gautama Buddha is a prominent figure in Buddhism, known for expanding his
teachings to others and attaining enlightenment and nirvana. Dharmapala is a deity known as a Buddhist
protector. Beside Dharmapala is Ksitigarbha (地藏王菩薩) (refer to Appendix K), which is only for the
caretaker’s personal prayers.
Ancestral Tablets
Large wooden shelves, encased by glass, displaying rows and rows of ancestral tablets can be seen after
walking past the altars (refer to Appendix L). Ancestral tablets are used as a form of remembrance for
people who have passed. Each tablet is identified by the name of the ancestor the wooden block is
dedicated to. These spots are usually reserved by the person himself/herself before passing on. Not
everyone displayed on the shelves are Buddhists or original followers of the temple. The temple does not
have any restrictions and welcomes every member of the public to reserve a spot for their family
members if they are keen. Family members usually pray and pay respects to their ancestors displayed on
the ancestral tablets. If a person has any doubt that he or she wishes to clarify or seek advices from their
ancestors, moon blocks are available in front of the shelves. Worshipping and chanting rituals occurs on
the 1st and 15th day of each lunar month.
Second Floor
The second floor of the temple consists of a high ceiling and it is also the main hall in the temple (refer to
Appendix M). The main hall provides a wide and clear space for the master, monk and worshippers to
chant and worship. Most of the temple’s rituals and events are also held there. The main God in this
temple is Avalokitesvara (Guanyin, 千手觀音). The Guanyin statue was brought from Zhejiang (浙江),
China. Masters from other temples were invited during the consecration of Guanyin. The regular rituals
are held on the first Sunday of each month. The monk may lead worshippers chanting and worshipping
Guanyin.
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There are also some important festivals in this temple. Goddess of Mercy Festival is to celebrate Guanyin,
which is held on 19th of February, 19th of June and 19th of September in each Lunar year. 19th of
February is the date of the birth of Guanyin, 19th of June is the date of Enlightenment of Guanyin (成道
日) and 19th of September is that date that Guanyin became the Buddha (出家日). The Buddha Festival is
held on 15th of April each Lunar month, to commemorate the birth of the Gautama Buddha (釋迦牟尼佛,
Sakyamuni).
As facing the Guanyin statue, there are five different Buddha (Secondary Gods) which are placed in front
of the Guanyin (refer to Appendix N, O and P).
Front Left
Sangharama bodhisattva (伽藍菩薩), known as “Guan Yu” in Taoism. The patron saint of Buddhist
temple, dedicated to protect the monastery area.
Rear Left
Ksitigarbha (地藏王菩薩). One of the four principal bodhisattvas in East Asian Mahayana Buddhism.
The others are Samantabhadra (普賢菩薩), Manjusri (文殊菩薩), and Avalokiteśvara (觀音菩薩).

Rear Right
Cundhi (准提菩薩), is a minor female deity in Vajrayana (大乘佛教)

Front Right
Dharmapala (護法神). It is believed that Dharmapala not only protect the law and classics, but also is a
guardian of temple, monks and believers.
Front Middle
Gautama Buddha (釋迦牟尼佛), prominent figure in Buddhism and is recognized as the founder of
Buddhism. The statue of Gautama Buddha presents in lying position right in front of the Guanyin statue.
With the evolution of Buddhism, different factions and divisions arose. Each faction may give a different
definition or interpretation for each Buddha. Because of the mutual influence of Taoism, Buddhism and
Confucianism, over time, some images became the common belief in these religions.
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There are lots of display shelves around upper walls of the main hall with many small Buddha figurines
(refer to Appendix Q). The monk explained that they represent the donation of each follower or believer.
Previously, the temple needed to raise funds for the purpose of temple reconstruction and redecoration.
Thus, the temple may set a Buddha statue as an appreciation for the believer who provides a certain
amount of sponsorship.
Reflection
The temple visit was an incredibly enriching experience which has allowed us to foster a different
perception and greater understanding of temples, including their culture, traditions, activities and events.
We have previously visited temples but are not avid temple goers hence we do not have an in depth
comprehension about temples. Beside the questions that we had to ask, a couple of other questions were
also raised by us because we were curious as to how temples cultures and practices differ even though
they may have the same or similar gods and structures. The caretaker who showed us around the temple
and answered all our queries was friendly and accommodating. However, we faced a minor setback when
she had to answer a call in the middle of showing us around and she only gave us five minutes more to
ask our questions. Then she had to attend to her other matters following the call. We tried to wrap things
up within that five minutes as we did not wish to hold her back from her duties. The interesting fact is that
the whole interview proceeded in Mandarin. After the interview with the monk, we got to know more
about the origin and history of Kwan Yam Theng Buddhist Temple. From the monk and the master, we
could comprehend their persistence in their belief as we obtained a deeper understanding of what
Buddhism is about through the interview. Overall the experience enhanced our appreciation for temples
and we agreed that in the future, we may be more keen in paying visits to temples or even joining their
events and activities as we came to a realization that they were a lot more intriguing and enthralling than
we originally thought.
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Appendix
Appendix A
Photos of the temple’s master

Appendix B
Main gate of Kwan Yam Theng Buddhist Temple
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Appendix C
Seal characters on the columns of the temple

Appendix D
Main entrance of Kwan Yam Theng Buddhist Temple
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Appendix E
CDs with chants and mantras

Appendix F
Books containing scriptures
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Appendix G
Notice board displaying information and events of the temple

Appendix H
Donation Box
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Appendix I
Gautama Buddha (釋迦牟尼佛)

Appendix J
Dharmapala (護法神)
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Appendix K
Ksitigarbha (地藏王菩薩)

Appendix L
Ancestral tablets
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Appendix M
Main hall of 2nd Floor

Appendix N
Sangharama bodhisattva (伽藍菩薩) and Ksitigarbha (地藏王菩薩)
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Appendix O
Cundhi (准提菩薩) and Dharmapala(護法神)

Appendix P
Guanyin and Gautama Buddha (釋迦牟尼佛)
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Appendix Q
Miniature Buddha figurines
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Appendix R
Layout of First Floor
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Appendix S
Layout of Second Floor
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